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7:58 pm 16 Mar 2019
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3:51 pm · 9 May 2019
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1126500052497620993

What he wrote about Caroline
was:
“You
You communion
communion-addled,
festering, mentally
mentally-decomposed,
pedo
pedo-worshipping, repugnant,
malignant, vindictive,
narcissistic, fecal
fecal-hearted
troglodyte.
troglodyte.”
Screenshot here:
https://www.peaktrans.org/wp
https://www.peaktrans.org/wpcontent/uploads/2019/03/JP
content/uploads/2019/03/JPabuse
use-of-CF.jpg
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10:33 am · 6 Jun 2019
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1136566783501115393

I am not a purveyor of hate and
misinformation. I make sure
EVERYTHING I write is
supported by evidence.
‘Toxic obnoxious bigot’ is just
gratuitous abuse.
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10:39 am · 6 Jun 2019
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1136568294721429504

Again with the lie about having a
young girl in a headlock.
This in JUNE 2019 – more than a
year after the trial in which the
judge dismissed the allegation as
nonsense.
The bruise on my face was
caused by one of the other
assailants. The assault that
caused it could not been seen
clearly in the footage and the
assailant never caught.
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11:16 7 June 2019
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1136954971398782981
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Again with the lie that I claimed
to have been viciously beaten,
that I was ‘smiling smugly’ and
an admission of his hate.
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09:36 13 June 2019
On the TWO YEAR anniversary of
the assault, Prior indulges his
obsession with me by making a
defamatory video and posting it
on YouTube. Here is the link:
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=sAljJNR6ihU

Again with the lie about people
claiming I’d been brutally beaten
beaten.
Calling us cranks and
transphobes.
This was the reason I decided to
make a video including all the
footage of what happened to me
and exposing all the abuse and
lies about me by Prior and many
others. The video is here:
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=YG58r8bm4Pw
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1:05 pm · 4 Jan 2020·
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1213446262843949067

This year Prior has stepped up
the abusive lies about me,
repeatedly suggesting that I am a
racist etc with mental health
problems who is stalking him.
My site challenges transgender
ideology from a feminist
perspective. It links to many
blogs and articles by trans
people who Prior also hates.
Crank
Abusive racist
Xenophobic weirdo
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1:23 pm 4 Jan 2020
Massive weirdo
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2:28 pm · 4 Jan 2020·Twitter Web
App
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1213467301346979841

This is the first defamatory tweet
in a thread full of them. It is
archived here:
https://archive.is/Vk4rN
I do not ‘hate trans people’.
I didn’t ‘used to be a humanist to
attack religion’.
I AM NOT A RACIST.
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2:28 pm · 4 Jan 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1213467302877941761
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Nobody told me not to film. As
the footage shows, they happily
continued shouting until my
assailant ran out and swatted at
my camera.
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2:28 pm · 4 Jan 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1213467304358531073
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We are now into the third year of
Prior lying about me ‘abusing
people all day long’ on Facebook
Facebook.
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2:28 pm · 4 Jan 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1213467305927155712

64

I have absolutely tried to put this
incident behind me but Prior and
others WON’T LET IT GO. As long
as they lie about and abuse me, I
will call them out. His repeated
lies obviously make other people
angry too. I just want him to stop
lying about me and LEAVE ME
ALONE.

2:28 pm · 4 Jan 2020·
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1213467310654197760

The video shows quite clearly
what happened and exposes his
narrative for the falsehood it is.
I believe this is why he has
stepped up t
Here’s the link again:
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=YG58r8bm4Pw
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2:28 pm · 4 Jan 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1213467312386453504

The admission that he is on
Twitter because of me.
Calls me and others cranks who
spread lies.
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2:28 pm · 4 Jan 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1213467322058452993

Again admitting he is on Twitter
because of me.
Cranks and anti
anti-social weirdos.
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10:14 am · 6 Jan 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1214128131403079686
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I AM NOT A RACIST.

12:15 pm · 6 Jan 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1214158665479012352
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Saying I caused the assault on
me.
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4:51 pm · 9 May 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1259149026991255552
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Again, blaming me for the assault
and calling me a crank.
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5:14 pm · 19 Jul 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1284884385767063552

If any pictures or videos of me
are posted on social media, you
can be sure Prior will tweet it
and comment on it in a
derogatory manner. This is now
nearly three full years after I was
assaulted.
Anti
Anti-social weirdness
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4:06 pm · 20 Jul 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1285229708561600513

Man running at me swatting my
camera out of my hand is
referred to simply as ‘someone
tried to stop me filming
filming’.
Again with the lie about me
abusing people on Facebook.
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4:07 pm · 20 Jul 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1285229893656158210
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Bellend and architect of the
entire dance
dance-off
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12:04 pm · 20 Aug 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1296402681465053184
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THREAT OF VIOLENCE FROM
PRIOR’S GIRLFRIEND. For a
couple of months I had posted on
my website this graphic,
https://www.peaktrans.org/wp
https://www.peaktrans.org/wpcontent/uploads/2020/11/joss
content/uploads/2020/11/jossprior
prior-meme.jpg
which I found on a public forum.
I chose to feature because it
refers to the assault on me and
includes a typical Joss Prior
quote. It didn’t occur to me that
the one picture of him pre
pretransition would bother him but
as soon as I learned he objected, I
removed
emoved it. ALL HIS
DEFAMATORY POSTS ABOUT ME
REMAIN.
I do not have any personality
disorders,
I do not use my husband’s
Twitter account, ever.
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2:28 pm · 28 Aug 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1299338020924067845
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This is a reference to the graphic
I mention above. I don’t know
who made it but the pictures of
him were obviously in the public
domain, posted by himself.
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2:38 pm · 28 Aug 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1299340661263609859

Anot
Another lie. Spending less than a
minute looking at someone’s
public Facebook page is not
stalkin
stalking.
Creepy, malevolent weirdo.
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8:04 pm · 30 Aug 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1300147307065651200
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A group of peaceful women
meeting at Speakers Corner
attracted negative attention from
some BLM demonstrators who
were passing through. They were
confrontational and we chanted
at them. This misrepresentation
by Prior is one of the worst
things I have seen him say about
me.
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8:04 pm · 30 Aug 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1300147309750218752
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This is a photo of me showing a
collection of stickers to
photographers. There was no
deliberately provocative
antagonistic behavior on our
side.
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8:04 pm · 30 Aug 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1300147311637598213
WE ARE NOT NAZIS.
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Now he’s calling me Rose West
and saying I’m in the face of BLM
protesters. In fact they got in my
face.
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10:06 am · 31 Aug 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1300359256693243910
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In response to someone who
recommended my speech at
Speakers Corner, I am a
self
self-obsessed swivel eyed loony.
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9:59 pm · 31 Aug 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1300538813396197377
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Crank and misfit
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10:03 pm · 31 Aug 2020
Seems to have been deleted
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Ranting crank
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1:26 PM · Sep 2, 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1301134483576492032

Includes a photograph of me
being attacked by a BLM
protester
protester, lifted from my
Facebook page by someone who
infiltrated it.
Prior reposts it claiming ‘welldocumented provocation’,
bigotry and pretending to be a
victim, on my part
part.
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1:37 pm · 2 Sep 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1301137252731564032
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1:45 pm · 2 Sep 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1301139257910755328
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Calls me a weirdo crank with
serious, serious issues.

Calls me ridiculous.

10:33 am · 5 Sep 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1302178152488239104
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Calls me a poundland Rose West.
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12:08 pm · 5 Sep 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1302201827715420160
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2:16 pm · 8 Sep 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1303321228682420226

Suggest
SuggestS I have violent fantasies.

This was directed at my husband
@zeno001, who had not enga
engaged
him.
Screaming, ranting trying to slap

90
Prior posted a poll asking
followers to vote for women he
hates. Here he suggests I ‘hear
voices’.
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10:58 pm · 13 Sep 2020
https://twitter.com/joss_prior/status
/1305264616348491776

Three year anniversary of the
assault on me. An event was held
at Speakers Corner to
commemorate it and also to
mark the one year anniversary of
the death of my friend Magdalen.
Prior again indulges his
obsession with me, using this
footage to have a go at me.
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Three tweets he posted
immediately after he had been
contacted by DC Jan McGrath in
connection with his tweets about
me. DC McGrath told me he had
agreed to delete them. I presume
he is misrepresenting the
conversation that he had with
the DC. He eventually thought
better and deleted them.
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https://archive.is/3BGnc#selection2757.0-8303.137
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Claiming that his oft-repeated
and proven lies about what
happened to me were made in
good faith.

This is off
off-the-scale DARVO. All I
have ever wanted is for this man
to stop lying about me.
The only times I have mentioned
Prior in the past three years is to
object to what he says about me.
I am indeed completely innocent
of every allegation he has made
about me and not he has not
once provided genuine evidence
for any of them.
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Total lies and now he is defaming
my husband too. Where are
these supposed ‘receipts’? They
don’t exist.
In the past three years I, together
with about six other women,
attended ONE light
light-hearted
protest outside a lingerie event.
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My website is hosted in the UK –
not Iceland - and there is
nothing illegal about it. It serves
mainly as a resource for news
stories, features and blog posts
about the effects of transgender
ideology. Many of these are
written by trans people on my
side of the debate.
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I am not a member of this or any
other groups.
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99
Another bunch of absolutely
disgusting lies. I have not ‘made
the press arguing with black
people’, I do not have a website
called ‘peak black’ and I have
made no such demands on the
police.
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This man has repeatedly lied
about my behavior, defamed and
abused me over three years, with
the result that many, many
people now think I am a violent
racist bigot who attacked a ‘small
girl’. He believes he has not done
anything wrong. Do the police
really agree?
101
I do not ‘abuse’ his community.
He on the other hand, repeatedly
abuses women who disagree
with him as ‘cranks’ and ‘bigots’
and ‘TERFs’.
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This is another complete
fabrication. I have done no such
thing EVER. If I had, he would be
able to provide evidence in the
form of screenshots – but he
knows he doesn’t need evidence
for his lies about me to be
believed.
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I am not a ‘danger to others’.
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Here he calls me a ‘gormless,
dopey, hypocritical, hate
hate-addled,
batshit, loony-tuned,
twatspangled, fucknuggetted
fucknuggettedgobshite Rose
Rose-West wannabe’.
I agree people should be free to
insult each other without being
arrested, held in a cell for seven
hours and convicted under the
Communications Act, as Kate
Scottow was for no more th
than a
dozen tweets.
I don’t care about being called an
imbecile, moron, bigot or crank a
few time, though I would argue
that doing so repeatedly over
three years amounts to
harassment. However, I strongly
object to completely false
allegation that I am or ever have
been racist or xenophobic or a
Nazi.
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